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INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL , RIYADH. 

FINALTERM 2015 – 2016 

ENGLISH WORK SHEET GRADE - I 

I . Write a composition on “ Our Country”. 

1 } _______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

2} _______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

3 } _______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

4} _______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

5 } _______________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

II.a] Circle the correct words or phrases: 

1] Nisha is [ sad / happy ] 

2]It is [ Nisha‟s / Nisha‟s mother‟s ] birthday. 

3] It is also her [ Father‟s / grandfather‟s ] birthday. 

4] Nisha makes a card for her [ grandfather / mother ]. 

5] [ Grandfather / Father ] doesn‟t know how old he is . 

6] Rohan and Zara [ like / don‟t like ]winter . 

7]The small squirrels [ sleep / play ] less . 

8]In winter the nights are [ short and warm / long and cold ] 

9] In winter, the days are [ long / short ] 
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b] Complete these words with  double letters: 

1]  ra___ ___ it               2] sli___ ___ ers           3] ye___ ___ ow   

 

4]  ca___ ___ age           5] le ___ ___ er          6] a___ ___  le 

 

c] Write the first letter of these words: 

1] ____ ngry                                   2] ______ hoe   

 

3] ____ andwich                             4] _____ ry        

 

 

c] Read the sentences .Write „ Yes‟  if the sentence is correct and „ 

No‟ if it is not correct : 

 

1] One little boy stood with his mother and laughed. [ __________ ] 

 

2] The children were sad and walked away from the merry - go- round. 

                                                                                                                          [ _________] 

3] Mr. Jones pulled and pushed the merry-go-round. [ _________ ] 

 

4] The merry –go- round stopped. [ _________ ] 

 

5]The merry –go-round was not tired. [ ________ ] 

 

6]The children sang and laughed on the merry –go-round.[ _________ ] 
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III. Answers the following questions: 

Q.1. What did Jeena‟s new shoes have? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q.2.What did Jeena do after her meal? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q.3.What things did Jeena put on the table? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q4.How long do the big bears sleep in winter? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q5: Where do the birds fly to?  

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q6: What do Rohan and Zara wear? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q7:How did the merry-go –round move? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q8: What did the little boy do on the merry-go –round? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

Q9:Why did not the little boy want to go home? 

Ans:  _____________________________________________________________________  

     _______________________________________________________________________ 
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IV. Complete the sentences with words from the box. 
 

an ,          am ,           can ,            is 

 

1. The sun _____ behind the clouds. 
 

2. She ___ sing beautifully. 
 

3. The hen  laid _____ egg. 
 

4. I ____ taller than my brother. 
 

5. Aziz ___ make big paper boats. 
 

6. Arun _____ talking to his friends. 
 

7. Sheela eats ____ orange everyday. 
 

8. I _____ drinking milk. 
 

9. He ______ playing football. 
 

10. I  ______ dance and sing. 
 

11. Mary ______ a teacher. 
 

12.I ate _________ orange. 
 

13. Amina _________ angry with her sister. 
 

14. Camels  ________ travel in the desert because of their broad ,flat feet. 
 

15. Sheila ______ a clever girl. 
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V.a] Match the feeling with the action. Use words from the box. 

tired hungry dirty thirsty ill happy sad 
 

1. Ria wants some food. She is _____________ . 

2. Som is crying. He is_____________ . 

3. I fell into a puddle. My clothes are ____________. 

4. Sara is laughing. She is _____________. 

5. Paul was out in the sun. He wants water. He is ______________. 

6. Lata is not feeling well. She is ____________ . 

7. Rohan wants to rest. He is _____________ . 
 

b] Write the words in the correct column. 

peacock    elephant    slide    see-saw    car   sparrow   ship   bus    train    
giraffe      monkey       crow     swing       aeroplane 
 

transport animal bird play things 

1]_____________ 

2]_____________ 

3]_____________ 

4]_____________ 

5]_____________ 

1]______________ 

2]______________ 

3]____________ 

1]____________ 

2]____________ 

3]______________ 

1]________________ 

2]_______________ 

3]_______________ 

 

C] Bread and butter are written as a pair. Complete each pair with the correct  

word from the list. 

    cup  pepper   night   socks   white   spoon 

 

1. day and ___________         2.  black and ____________ 3. __________ and saucer                

4. salt and _____________     5. shoes and ___________   6. ____________ and fork 
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VI. Use the picture clues to find these words. All the words end in –

ter. 

   

                                                                        

 

                                                                       

           

                                                     

 

                                           

                   

                     

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

S   A    

D  S    

T  A     

S  O     

M   S    

B  T    
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VII. a] Complete these  - key words with the help of the pictures. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1]  ________ key   2] ________ key     3 ] ______ key     4] ________ key 

 

 b]  Match the words in Column A with the words in Column B  
           A                                                                      B 

 

   1]  ride                                                                    a] your laces 

  2] drink                                                                    b] a song 

  3] tie                                                                         c] some milk 

  4] sing                                                                      d] a book 

  5] cook                                                                     e] a bicycle 

 6] read                                                                       f] some food 

c] Choose the correct words from the boxes and complete  

each sentences:     
 

small grey mouse    thin white cow    soft pink bed 

 

fat black dog    big brown cat 

 

1. The ______ ________ _______ has three small kittens. 

2. The ________ ________ ________ has a small calf. 

3. Peter‟s dog is big. It is a __________ __________ ___________. 

4. The princess was asleep on a ____________ _________ ____________. 

5. The cat is chasing a ____________ __________ ____________. 
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VIII.a] Match the word on the left with the group of words on the right. 

 

             1. clothes                      a.  eye nose mouth ear 

             2. drinks                         b.  cold rainy hot winter 

             3. food                            c.   milk coffee tea water 

             4. the face                     d.  apple grapes orange banana 

             5. weather                     e.  sandwich rice biscuit noodles 

             6. fruits                           f.  shirt skirt socks blouse 

 

 

b] Circle the word that matches the picture. 

 
Note: Practise with different words. 

 

 

c] Complete these sentences with the words in the brackets: 
 

1] Bears  ____________ in ______________ { caves / sleep } 

 

2] ___________come out of the cave in the _____________. { Bears/ summer } 

 

3]___________ fly in the ___________ . { Birds / sky } 

 

4] ______________ come back in the ____________. { Birds / summer } 
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IX.a] Some of these words describe the sun and some do not.  
Complete the sentences with correct words. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

1. The sun is very ____________. 

 

2. The sun is __________ (shape) 

 

3. The sun ___________ brightly. 

 

4. The sun gives us ___________. 

 

 

 

b. Match the words with the pictures. 

 

 

1. ride              2. crawl           3. bounce               4. slide              5. roll 
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X. Write five sentences to describe the parrot. Use the clues. 
 

 
 

1] This is a parrot. It is _____________. 
 

2] _______________________________________. 
 

3] It has ________________. 
 

4] The beak is __________________. 
 

5] It __________________________ . 

 

 

b] Make meaningful sentences with the words given: 
 

1] vegetables _____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

2] sweater: _______________________________________________________________ 

 
 

3] jump: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

4] go: ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

5] park: _________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

6] sandwich : ____________________________________________________________ 
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XI. Write capital letters and full stops where ever necessary. 
1]   please close the door 

 

Ans:__________________________________________________________ 

2]     i like to read books 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

3]     sana and aleena are going for picnic 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

4]     my brother likes to play football 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

5]    the giraffe has a long neck 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

6]  my friends manoj and rahul came home yesterday 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

7] they went to dammam, jeddah and jubail 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

8]  i am going to india on  monday 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

9]  the peacock is a beautiful bird 

 

Ans: _________________________________________________________ 

10]  new delhi is the capital of india 

 

Ans: _______________________________________________________________ 

Note: Practise with different sentences. 
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XII,Look at the picture and complete the sentences with on , in , 

above , under and behind. 

 
1] The sandwich is ________ the  plate.  

2] The juice is _________________ the glass. 

3] The cat is _________________ the table. 

4]The fan is ________________   the table. 

5]The fridge is ________________ Jeena.  

6] The bottle is _____________ the table. 

 

7] Tutu is a squirrel. He lives __________ the hollow of a tree. 

 

8] I keep them _________  a box.  

 

 

9]                                      The  girls are sitting  ___________ the bench. 

 

 

 

10] The dog is ___________ the kennel.  

 

 

 

 

11]                                 Her  shoes were ____________ the bed. 

 

 

 

12] The blackboard is ___________ the teacher.                 

 
 

Note: Practise with different sentences. 
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XIII.a] Write the past tense of the following words: 
 

1. pull - _____________         2. chase - ____________       3. like - _____________  

4. walk - ____________         5.cook - _____________         6. open - _____________ 

7. play - _____________        8. ask - ______________         9. watch - ____________        

10. colour - ____________   11. bake - _____________     12. wash - _____________ 

13. visit - _____________     14. plant - ___________         15. follow - ____________     

16. stay - ____________       17 . help - ____________       18. clean - ___________ 

19. kiss - _____________      20. dance - ____________     21. close - _____________      

Note: Practise with different words. 

XIII.b]Underline the verb: 

1. Alka eats mangoes. 

2. Lift goes up and down. 

3. I drink milk everyday. 

4. She opened the window. 

5. Sana is running. 

6. Mother washes the clothes everyday. 

7. We wear cotton clothes in summer. 

8. She reads a book. 

9. We play football. 

10.He is skipping. 

Note: Learn all exercises from the notebook , text book and workbook. 


